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Skyrmion physics beyond the lowest Landau-level approximation
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The effects of Landau-level mixing and finite thickness of the two-dimensional electron gas on the relative
stability of Skyrmion and single spin-flip excitations at Landau-level filling factorn51 have been investigated.
Landau-level mixing is studied by fixed-phase diffusion Monte Carlo, and finite thickness is included by
modifying the effective Coulomb interaction. Both Landau-level mixing and finite thickness lower Skyrmion
excitation energies and favor Skyrmions with fewer spin flips. However, the two effects do not work ‘‘coher-
ently.’’ When finite thickness is included, the effect of Landau-level mixing is strongly suppressed.
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In a seminal paper, Sondhiet al.1 predicted that if the
ratio of the Zeeman energy to the exchange energy is s
ciently small, the quasiparticle excitations of then51 inte-
ger quantum Hall state should be charged ‘‘Skyrmions’’ w
topologically nontrivial spin textures.1 The existence of thes
exotic excitations is now well confirmed by experiment.2–4

While the initial theoretical description of Skyrmions
terms of an effective long-wavelength nonlinears model is
appropriate for excitations whose magnetization var
slowly on the scale of the magnetic length; in typical expe
ments the number of reversed spins per Skyrmion is;3 – 4
and a more microscopic description is required. A step
wards such a description was taken by MacDonald, Fe
and Brey,5 who introduced explicit wave functions descri
ing Skyrmions with well-defined spin quantum numbers.

In this paper we present the results of calculations
which these microscopic wave functions have been use
study the effects of finite thickness of the two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! and Landau-level mixing onn51
Skyrmion states. Finite thickness is included by modifyi
the Coulomb interaction and Landau-level mixing is stud
using the fixed-phase diffusion Monte Carlo method.6,7 One
motivation for this work is the observation by Schmell
et al.4 of Skyrmion energy gaps measured in transport
periments which are approximately a factor of 4 smaller th
theoretical estimates based on lowest Landau-le
calculations,8 a result which led these authors to specul
that Landau-level mixing plays an important role in reduci
Skyrmion excitation energies. In our calculations, we fi
that both finite thickness and Landau-level mixing do in fa
lower Skyrmion excitation energies and favor Skyrmio
with fewer spin flips. However, the two effects do not wo
efficiently together—the finite thickness effect strongly su
presses the Landau-level mixing effect.

In our calculations, we have used the spherical geome9

in which N electrons with charge2e and massm are con-
fined to move on the surface of a sphere of radiusR in the
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/8501~4!/$15.00
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presence of a radial magnetic fieldB. The total number of
flux quanta piercing the surface of the sphere is thenNf

52(R/ l 0)2, wherel 05A\c/eB is the magnetic length, and
the Hamiltonian describing the system is

H5
1

2m (
i 51

N Xr̂ i3S \

i
“ i1

e

c
A i D C2

1VC1HZ . ~1!

Here,VC5( i , jV(r i j ) is the Coulomb interaction wherer i j
is the chord distance between electronsi and j , and HZ
52gmB( iSizB is the Zeeman interaction. We work in th
Wu-Yang gauge in which the vector potential isA
5ef\cNf(12cosu)/(2eRsinu).10 The softening of the
short-range part of the Coulomb interaction due to fin
thickness of the lowest subband wave function of the 2D
is included through the modified interactionV(r )
5e2/eAr 21b2, whereb is a parameter characterizing th
thickness.11

For the n51 ground state, the electron spins are fu
polarized and the lowest Landau level is completely full. O
the sphere, this occurs whenN5Nf11 and the correspond
ing wave function is a Slater determinant of lowest Landa
level wave functions. If the electron positions are given
terms of the complex coordinatez5tan(u/2)exp(2if),
whereu andf are the usual spherical angles, then, exploit
the Vandermonde form of the Slater determinant,
ground-state wave function can be written

cgs5UNf/2)
i , j

~zi2zj ! ^ ~↑1↑2¯↑N!, ~2!

whereU5Pk(11uzku2)21.
Single spin-flip excitations of the system are construc

by removing a spin-up electron from the ground state, fl
ping its spin, and reintroducing it into the lowest spin-dow
Landau level. LettingK denote the number of reversed spi
associated with a given quasiparticle excitation, this pro
R8501 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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dure produces aK50 quasihole with charge1e and aK
51 quasielectron with charge2e. The transport gap which
determines the activated temperature dependence of the
gitudinal resistivity atn51 is set by the excitation energ
for creating a quasielectron and quasihole with infinite se
ration. On the sphere, the best approximation to this state
be realized by placing the quasihole at the bottom of
sphere (u5p) and the quasielectron at the top of the sph
(u50). The corresponding wave function is

cs f5AUNf/2 )
i , j ,iÞ1

~zi2zj ! ^ ~↓1↑2¯↑N!, ~3!

where the operatorA antisymmetrizes the wave function un
der the exchange of all pairs of electrons.

The nature of the quasiparticle excitations atn51 de-
pends on the relative size of the Zeeman energy and
exchange energy characterized by the dimensionless rag̃
5gmBB/(e2/e l 0). In the limit of largeg̃, the transport gap
for the n51 integer quantum Hall state is set by the sing
spin-flip excitation described above. However, asg̃ is low-
ered below a critical value, the single spin flip becomes
stable to the formation of a neutral Skyrmion pair, i.e.
well-separated charge1e and charge2e Skyrmion pair,
involving more than one flipped spin.1 A microscopic wave
function description of the charge1e Skyrmion excitations
was developed by MacDonald, Fertig, and Brey,5 who
showed that for a model Hamiltonian with a hard-cored
function repulsion, the states

csk~K !5AU (Nf11)/2)
i , j

~zi2zj !zK11zK12¯zN

^ ~↓1¯↓K↑K11¯↑N! ~4!

are exact eigenstates ofH with chargee and K reversed
spins.

The wave functionscgs , cs f , andcsk(K) describe states
in which the kinetic energy is completely quenched and th
is no Landau-level mixing. Therefore, the only contributio
to the energy gaps computed using these wave functions
come from the Coulomb and Zeeman energies. The va
tional result for the Coulomb contribution to the single sp
flip energy gap is

Ds f5^cs fuVCucs f&2^cgsuVCucgs&. ~5!

In the absence of Landau-level mixing, an exact particle-h
symmetry in the lowest Landau level transforms a cha
1e Skyrmion withK reversed spins into a charge2e Skyr-
mion with K11 reversed spins. It is therefore possible
compute the energy gap for creating a neutral Skyrmion
by first computingDs f and then computing the change
Coulomb energy of the charge1e Skyrmion as the numbe
of reversed spins is increased,

d~K !5^csk~K !uVCucsk~K !&2^csk~0!uVCucsk~0!&. ~6!

As pointed out by Abolfathet al.,12 the wave functions~4!
involve power-law tails which lead to strong finite-size e
fects. In our variational calculations, we have compu
d(K) for b50 andb5 l 0 by doing a careful extrapolation t
on-
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the thermodynamic limit, considering systems with up to 1
electrons. Forb50, our results agree with previous calcul
tions of d(K).12,13

When the Zeeman contribution is included, the total e
ergy gap for creating a neutral Skyrmion pair for which t
total number of reversed spinsS52K11 is

DS~ g̃!5Ds f12d~K !1Sg̃
e2

e l 0
. ~7!

These gaps are plotted vs.g̃ in Fig. 1 for S51, 3, 5, and 7
and for b50 and b5 l 0 . In contrast to Hartree-Fock
calculations8 which describe continuously varying spin te
tures, our results show the quantum nature of the Skyrm
As g̃ decreases, the energy gap undergoes level crossin
which the total number of reversed spins of the neutral Sk
mion pair jumps by two. Note that although we have e
tended theS57 line down tog̃50.01, we expect that asg̃
decreases, the density of level crossings will increase u
the energy gap becomes, effectively, a smooth function og̃.

Increasing the thickness of the 2DEG is seen to lower
Skyrmion energy gaps and favors excitations with fewer s
flips. This effect can be understood qualitatively by noti
that as the number of reversed spinsK increases, the charg
of the Skyrmion spreads out, resulting in a lowering of
Coulomb energy. When the thickness is increased, and
sequently the short-range part of the electron-electron re
sion is decreased, the excitation energies of the larger S
mions will decrease less than those of the smalle
Skyrmions.

We now turn to the effect of Landau-level mixing on th
Skyrmion energy gaps. The importance of Landau-level m
ing in a given system is characterized by the electron
parameterr s51/(aBApn), wheren is the carrier density and
aB5e\2/me2 is the effective Bohr radius. It is straightfor
ward to show thatr s5(n/2)1/2(e2/e l 0)/\vc , where \vc
5\eB/mc is the cyclotron energy so that, at fixedn, in the
limit r s→0, the cyclotron energy is much larger than t
Coulomb energy and there is no Landau-level mixing. Ho
ever, in typical experiments,r s is of order 1 or higher and
Landau-level mixing cannot be ignored.

FIG. 1. Energy gaps for creating neutral Skyrmion pairs plot
vs g̃. The number labeling each line segment is the total numbe
reversed spinsS52K11. Results are given for thickness parame
b50 andb5 l 0 and have been extrapolated to the thermodyna
limit.
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To study Landau-level mixing, we have used the fixe
phase diffusion Monte Carlo method,6 which has proven to
be a useful tool for studying the effect of Landau-level m
ing on quantum Hall states.6,7 All of the wave functions con-
sidered here have been given in the form

c5Acspace~r1 ,¯ ,rN! ^ ~↓1¯↓K↑K11¯↑N!, ~8!

wherecspaceis completely antisymmetric under the exchan
of any pair of electronsi and j , where either 1< i , j <K or
K11< i , j <N. In a fixed-phase diffusion Monte Carl
simulation, these wave functions are used as trial state
first writing the space part of the wave function in the for

cspace~r1 ,¯ ,rN!5ucspace~r1 ,¯ ,rN!ueiw(r1 ,¯ ,rN), ~9!

then ‘‘fixing’’ the trial phasew, and finally constructing an
effective bosonic Schro¨dinger equation for the positive defi
nite wave functionucspaceu and solving that equation usin
standard diffusion Monte Carlo techniques.13,14The result of
this procedure is the lowest energy state of the form~8!
subject to the constraint that the phase is the same as th
the trial function.

We have implemented this procedure usingcgs , cs f , and
csk(K) as trial wave functions to obtain, respectively, t
fixed-phase energiesEgs

FP , Es f
FP , and Esk

FP(K) for a system
with 30 electrons. For finiter s , it is no longer possible to
transform a charge1e Skyrmion into a charge2e Skyr-
mion by particle-hole symmetry. Therefore, in order to c
culate a physical quantity, we have computed the ene
gaps for creating a charge1e Skyrmion with K spin flips
and a single spin-flip quasielectron. As before, lettingDs f

5Es f
FP2Egs

FP andd(K)5Esk
FP(K)2Esk

FP(0), thecorrespond-
ing energy gaps are given by

DS~ g̃!5Ds f1d~K !1Sg̃
e2

e l 0
, ~10!

where nowS5K11.
These energy gaps are plotted as a function ofg̃ in Fig. 2

for S51, 2, and 3 and forr s50, 1, and 5. Asr s is increased,

FIG. 2. Energy gaps for creating neutral excitations consis
of a charge2e single spin-flip quasielectron and a charge1e
Skyrmion withK50, 1, and 2 reversed spins forr s50, 1, and 5 as
a function ofg̃ for thickness parameterb50. Each line segment is
labeled by the total number of reversed spinsS5K11. Results are
for a 30 electron system.
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the effect of Landau-level mixing is seen to be qualitative
similar to that of finite thickness—the Skyrmion excitatio
energies are lowered, with the smaller size Skyrmions hav
their energies lowered the most. This effect can be und
stood qualitatively by examining the effect of Landau-lev
mixing on the Skyrmion spin and charge densitiesrs andrc
defined by

rc
s~r !5

^csk~K !u„r↓~r !7r↑~r !…ucsk~K !&

^csk~K !ucsk~K !&
6 r̄, ~11!

wherers is the number density operator for spins and r̄ is
the uniform number density far from the Skyrmion. Figure
shows mixed estimates14 of rs and rc for the K51 charge
1e Skyrmion for r s50 andr s520. For r s520, the possi-
bility of mixing in higher Landau levels leads to a spreadi
out of the charge density of the Skyrmion resulting in
lowering of its Coulomb energy at the cost of some kine
energy. This effect is suppressed asK increases, because fo
larger values ofK the charge is already well spread out a
there is less energy to be gained by allowing the charge
spread further.

In Fig. 4, the energy gaps are shown forS51, 2, and 3
and r s50, 1, and 5 for thickness parameterb5 l 0 . When
finite thickness is included, the Landau-level mixing effect
seen to be much weaker than it is for zero thickness.
example, forg̃.0.06, whenb50 the r s51 energy gap is
;25% smaller than itsr s50 value, and when thickness i
included, ther s50 energy gap drops;45% for b5 l 0 , but
the additional reduction of the energy gap due to Land
level mixing is only;5% whenr s51.

This weakening of the Landau-level mixing effect due
finite thickness can be understood as follows. The thickn
correction softens the short-range part of the Coulomb in
action, which in turn reduces the interaction energy the Sk
mion stands to gain by delocalizing its charge. It follows th
asb increases, the quasielectron charge delocalizes less
given value ofr s , and so the reduction of the energy ga
decreases. Because of this suppression of the Landau-
mixing effect by finite thickness, we believe that the expe
mental observation by Schmelleret al.4 of Skyrmion energy
gaps, which are significantly smaller than theoretical e

g FIG. 3. Spin and charge densities as a function ofr / l 0 (r is the
chord distance on the sphere from the center of the Skyrmion! for a
charge1e Skyrmion withK51 for r s50 andr s520. Results are
for a 30 electron system.
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mates which ignore Landau-level mixing, is more likely
be due to disorder effects, which are poorly understood, t
to Landau-level mixing. Note that a similar reduction of t
Landau-level mixing effect due to finite thickness has be
observed for spin-polarized Laughlin quasielectron a
quasihole excitations in the fractional quantum Hall effec7

It is apparent from Figs. 2 and 4 that although finite thic
ness strongly suppresses Landau-level mixing, the oppo

FIG. 4. Energy gaps for creating neutral excitations consis
of a charge2e single spin-flip quasielectron and a charge1e
Skyrmion, withK50, 1, and 2 reversed spins forr s50, 1, and 5 as
a function ofg̃ for thickness parameterb5 l 0 . Each line segment is
labeled by the total number of reversed spinsS5K11. Results are
for a 30 electron system.
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is not the case. This is consistent with the observations
Králik et al.15 who performed variational Monte Carlo ca
culations of the effect of Landau-level mixing and fini
thickness on then51 single spin-flip energy gapDs f , find-
ing that forr s51 the inclusion of finite thickness, of roughl
the same size as that considered here, significantly redu
the energy gap. Based on this observation, Kra´lik et al. con-
cluded that both finite thicknessand Landau-level mixing
contribute equally to the reduction of the energy gap. Ho
ever, we believe that if Kra´lik et al. had first included finite
thickness andthen Landau-level mixing, they would have
observed the same strong suppression of the Landau-
mixing effect reported here.

To summarize, using Skyrmion trial states recently int
duced by MacDonald, Fertig, and Brey,5 we have performed
variational and fixed-phase diffusion Monte Carlo calcu
tions of the effect of finite thickness and Landau-level m
ing on Skyrmion excitations atn51. We find that both ef-
fects lower the Skyrmion excitation energies and stabil
Skyrmions with fewer spin flips. However, we also find th
the two effects do not work coherently together—when fin
thickness is included, the effect of Landau-level mixing
strongly suppressed.
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